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BRIEF COMMUNICATION

High proportions of bacteria are culturable across major biomes
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Abstract
The paradigm that only 1% of microbes are culturable has had a profound impact on our understanding of microbial ecology
and is still a major motivation for mostly using molecular tools to characterize microbial communities. However, this point is
often expressed vaguely, suggesting that some scientists have different interpretations of the paradigm. In addition, there
have been substantial advances in cultivation techniques suggesting that this paradigm may no longer be correct. To quantify
bacterial culturability across six major biomes, I found that the median 16S rRNA similarity of bacteria to known cultured
relatives was 97.3 ± 2.3% (s.d.). Furthermore, 52.0 ± 24% of sequences and 34.9 ± 23% of taxa (defined as >97% similar)
had a closely related cultured relative. Thus, many cells and taxa across environments are culturable with known techniques,
suggesting that the 1% paradigm is no longer correct.

Historically, the diversity and physiology of microorganisms
were assessed using cultivation techniques [1], but 16S
rRNA sequencing revealed high unrecognized diversity
leading to the current paradigm that only 1% of micro-
organisms are culturable. The paradigm had a profound
impact on the field of microbiology and is continually used as
motivation for employing—and developing new—molecular
techniques for characterizing microbial communities.

There seem to be three interpretations for the ‘1% cul-
turability paradigm’ in the literature. The first interpretation
(H1) is that 1% of cells in a community can be cultivated.
This interpretation suggests that, even if all currently avail-
able methods are applied, one could only culture 1% of
bacterial cells from a sample. A second interpretation (H2) is
that only 1% of taxa in a community can be cultivated—
again using all available methods. Here, a taxon is defined as
a group of closely related organisms (e.g., using a sequence
similarity criterion). The difference between the first and

second interpretation is that the second gives equal weight to
abundant vs. rare taxa. The third interpretation (H3) is more
operational and posits that 1% of cells in a community grow
when plated on a standard agar medium. The third version
is based on the observation that plate-counting, in compar-
ison to direct staining techniques, grossly underestimate
bacterial abundances and diversity [2].

The origin of the ‘1% culturability paradigm’ is rather
murky. Many papers refer back to reviews by Torsvik and
Øvreås [3] or Amann and co-workers [4]. However, the
former does not provide a reference or an analysis to sup-
port the paradigm. Amann and co-workers present a table
comparing agar plate- vs. direct-counts so H3 is likely the
original interpretation. In contrast, a Google Scholar search
reveals that current usage of the ‘1% culturability paradigm’

seems to more often refers to H1 or H2 (Fig. S1), although
the point is often vaguely expressed and can be difficult to
categorize. For several decades, there has been a concerted
effort to cultivate abundant microorganisms across envir-
onments, and many methodological improvements have
been developed [5–7]. Historically, there was a low pro-
portion of abundant lineages in culture across most biomes,
but I hypothesize that these recent cultivation innovations
and increased efforts have resulted in much higher pro-
portions of culturable bacteria today. Hence, I expect that
much more than 1% of both cells (H1) or taxa (H2) from a
variety of environments have been cultivated with existing
techniques.

Here, the proportion of microorganisms with known
culturable relatives was quantified from 40 communities
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across six major biomes (human associated, marine water,
marine sediments, freshwater, soil, and air, Table S1). The
analysis was restricted to Sanger sequences as these are
longer and commonly have a lower error rate due to
overlapping sequence runs. One hundred sequences were
randomly retrieved from each sample and compared using
‘SeqMatch’ against known cultured microorganisms clas-
sified in RDP [8].

To test the 1% of cells version of the paradigm (H1), the
similarity of directly amplified 16S rRNA sequences was
compared to known isolates (Fig. S2). The median simi-
larity between amplicon sequences and isolates across all
biomes was 97.3 ± 2.3% (s.d.) but with significant variation
across biome type (1-way ANOVA, p < 0.0001, Fig. 1a).
The median similarity to isolates in human-associated

communities was >99%, but only ~93% in marine sedi-
ments (Fig. 1a). If we initially define ‘closely-related’ as
sequences sharing at least 97% 16S rRNA similarity, on
average 52.0 ± 24% of sequences had a closely-related
known isolate but the proportion varied significantly across
biomes (1-way ANOVA, p < 0.0001, Fig. 1c). The high
median similarity between directly retrieved sequences and
known isolates as well as high proportions of sequences
with a closely related cultured relative indicate that there
is limited support today for H1 of the ‘1% culturability
paradigm’.

The 1% of taxa interpretation (H2) was tested by com-
paring the similarity between a representative of each taxon
(grouped at 97% 16S rRNA similarity using MOTHUR [9])
and known isolates (Fig. S3). Here, the median similarity
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Fig. 1 16S rRNA sequence similarity between community members
and known isolates. a The median similarity between amplicon
sequences and known isolates as a test of the ‘1% culturability para-
digm’, H1. b The median similarity between representative amplicon
sequences and known isolates as a test of H2. The error bars represent
one standard error. c Box plot of proportion of sequences with a close
relative in culture across biomes. d Proportion taxa with a close

relative in culture as distributed across biomes. A taxon as well as a
close cultured relative are here defined as 16S rRNA sequences
sharing >97% similarity and binned using MOTHUR using the opti-
clust algorithm [9]. For the box plots, the gray line is the median, the
box is the 25–75 percentile, and the errorbar is the 2.5–97.5 percentile
of observations. See Table S1 for sample list
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between taxa and known isolates was 95.4 ± 2.9% but again
with a significant difference across biomes (one-way
ANOVA, p < 0.0001, Fig. 1b). Taxa from human associated
communities shared the highest, and sediments the lowest,
similarity to known isolates. It is notable that the propor-
tions of sequences vs. taxa with cultured relatives did not
always follow the same trend. For ocean communities, more
than 50% of sequences but only 35% of taxa had known
cultured relatives whereas little difference was seen in other
biomes—perhaps a result of the coordinated effort to isolate
abundant marine lineages [5]. On average 34.9% of taxa
across biomes were at least 97% related to known isolates
and the proportion significantly varied between biomes
(one-way ANOVA, p < 0.0001, Fig. 1d). Part of the dif-
ference in culture representation among biomes was driven
by the alpha diversity profile, whereby more diverse com-
munities (e.g., sediments) contained a lower proportion of
cultured representatives (Fig. S4). Nevertheless, the pro-
portion of sequences (H1) and taxa (H2) represented in
culture was much higher than 1%, revealing limited support
for either versions 1 or 2 of the ‘1% culturability paradigm’.

I next wanted to test if the proportion of microorganisms
with a known relative is affected by the sequence library
size. Indeed, the observed proportion of taxa—but not
sequences—with closely related cultured relatives are
dependent on the size of the sequencing library sample
(Fig. S5). Thus, the extent of inclusion of ‘the rare bio-
sphere’ affects H2 but not H1 and a sample library of >1
million short sequences will likely yield a low proportion of
cultured taxa.

The proportion of sequences or taxa with a known relative
is expected to scale with our definition of sequence similarity
threshold determining if something is the same vs. different.
The 97% sequence similarity threshold is commonly applied
in microbial ecology, but a more stringent threshold yielded

lower proportions of cultured relatives in the samples and
vice-versa (Fig. 2). It is important to recognize that 16S rRNA
similarity is non-linearly related to genome similarity [10].
Thus, the implications of this finding for understanding cul-
turability of microorganisms is complex as closely related
organisms have some shared but also some unique traits.
However, a more stringent threshold is sensitive to efforts in
culturing, sequencing, and reporting isolates within well-
established (and culturable) groups as this would result in
better subclade representation. In conclusion, the definition of
the diversity unit is important for how we should interpret the
paradigm.

Accepting or rejecting the ‘1% culturability’ paradigm
for bacteria depends on key details in how the paradigm is
interpreted, how the diversity unit is defined, and the biome
of interest. Three versions of the paradigm show varying
degrees of support. The first—1% of cells—and most
common version of the paradigm is most clearly rejected as
the median similarity between cells, and existing cultures is
above 97% across a range of biomes. The acceptance or
rejection of the second—1% of taxa—version is more
ambiguous. Thirty-four percent of taxa (defined at 97%
sequence similarity) across biomes have a closely related
relative in culture, but the proportions vary greatly across
samples. The degree of the culture representation among
taxa is also sensitive to the library size and the associated
presence of less common members. The third interpretation
was not analyzed in detail as few would dispute that culti-
vation on standard agar plates grossly underestimate the
diversity and abundance of microorganisms (with a few
notable exceptions [6]). Part of the variability in culture
representation is associated with the diversity of the sample
and potential for missing rare members, but overall cultur-
ing effort and knowledge of nutritional requirement likely
play a role, too [5, 11]. There was a time when the ‘1%
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Fig. 2 Similarity between community members and known isolates as
a function sequence threshold to define ‘closely-related’. a Proportion
of sequences (H1) with cultured relatives across definitions of ‘closely-
related’. b Proportion taxa (H2) with cultured relatives across

definitions of ‘closely-related’. For the box-plot, the gray line is
the median, the box is the 25–75 percentile, and the errorbar is the
2.5–97.5 percentile of observations (n= 40). Here, taxa and closely-
related are both defined using a range of sequence similarities
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culturability paradigm’ across all interpretations applied,
and many (or most lineages) were not in culture. However,
the extensive effort on culturing especially abundant
lineages has led to an observed proportion that is much
higher than 1% when using a conventional taxon definition.
Thus, it is time to update the ‘1% culturability paradigm’

and recognize that many if not most abundant lineages
across diverse biomes are already in culture.
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